Enhanced inertial focusing of microparticles and cells by integrating trapezoidal microchambers in spiral microfluidic channels†
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In this work, manipulating width and equilibrium position of fluorescent microparticles in spiral microchannel fractionation devices by embedding microchambers along the last turn of a spiral is reported. Microchambers with different shapes and sizes were tested at Reynolds numbers between 15.7 and 156.6 (100–1000 µL min−1) to observe focusing of 2, 5 and 10 µm fluorescent microparticles. This paper also discusses the fabrication process of the microfluidic chips with femtosecond laser ablation on glass wafers, as well as a particle imaging velocimetry (PIV) study of microparticle trajectories inside a microchamber. It could be demonstrated with an improved final design with inclined microchamber side walls, that the 2 µm particle equilibrium position is shifted towards the inner wall by ~27 µm and the focusing line’s width is reduced by ~18 µm. Finally, Saccharomyces cerevisiae yeast cells were tested in the final chip and a cell focusing efficiency of 99.1% is achieved.

Introduction

Microparticle and cell sorting are of great research interest1–6 and promise applications in many different fields, such as separating circulating tumour cells from blood cells,7,8 and stem cell research.9 Microfluidics also includes applications in various emerging disciplines, such as biologically-inspired colouring,10 concentration detection,11 flexible and stretchable sensors12,13 and liquid crystal actuators.14 Microparticle focusing refers to the sorting of fluorescent microparticles or cells inside microfluidic channels under inertial flow conditions. When two or more microparticle types are focused inside a channel at different positions, it becomes possible to separate them in high throughput and purity. The focusing position of the microparticles depends mainly on the medium fluid’s properties and flow rates, as well as particle diameter, particle shape, and channel geometries. In biological and biomedical research, isolating certain cells from a heterogeneous background is a key tool for studying selected rare species of cells and particles.16 Various microfluidic methods were developed to achieve high-efficiency particle separation, some of them are active; which rely on external forces to manipulate microparticles such as magnetic,17,18 dielectrophoretic (DEP),19 optic,20 and cell sorting with flow cytometry,21 while others rely only on hydrodynamic forces as pinched flow fractionation (PFF),22 Deterministic lateral displacement (DLD),23 microvortex manipulation,24 inertial and dean flow fractionation.25–29 Passive focusing does not require complex setup and exhibits high throughput, portability, and purity.30 In the passive technique known as inertial microfluidics, microparticle focusing relies only on hydrodynamic forces inside the microchannels that affect microparticles and let them migrate towards their equilibrium positions.30,31 A multi-turn spiral microchannels device for inertial focusing uses curved channels to develop a secondary flow that induces a Dean force (F_D) which balances with existing lift forces, both forces act on the microparticles in different directions and magnitudes.31,32 Consequently, relatively large particles have the tendency to migrate towards the inner channel wall due to the high lift they experience while smaller particles migrate towards the channel’s outer wall.31 Spiral microfluidic chips are well studied in the literature and different designs were established and evaluated. Curved channels induce a Dean flow33–35 that appears as two counter-rotating vortices located in the lower and upper halves of the channel cross section.35–37 Nivedita et al.32 described the essential forces and fluid dynamics involved in microparticles focusing inside a Dean flow, in reference to Dean’s original work in 1928,38 they stated that the maximum velocity point shifts from the centre towards the outer (concave) wall inducing a sharp velocity profile that increases pressure leading to a fluid recirculation known as Dean vortices. The Dean force acting on particles depends mainly...
on particle diameter and flow velocity and becomes dominant to inertial forces in smaller particle diameters.88 Another method to induce a secondary flow (Dean flow) is by implementing a contraction-expansion array (CEA),9 where accompanied by Dean flow the streamlines closer to the expansion region experience acceleration and follow a curved path, therefore inducing a Dean flow. Channel expansions have been reported40–42 as a method of isolation and trapping of cells. In another study43 a threshold Reynolds’s number was found for each particle size, at which, microparticles will be trapped inside a laminar microvortex. As the desired particle size decreases, the forces affecting it decreases drastically as Cruz et al.44 described when aiming to focus particles as small as 1 μm. Therefore, when aiming to focus smaller particles (less than 5 μm), this force reduction has to be compensated by increasing the flow rate or by decreasing the channel dimensions. However, this might not be easily realizable as it requires operation with higher pressure drops over the microchannels, inducing problems with leakages or pump stalling. The method of improving microparticle focusing even at lower flow rates is to integrate microchambers along the last turn of the spiral channel that changes the parabolic velocity profile and force the particles to converge to a smaller region. As a result, focusing microparticles should be significantly improved in terms of focusing width and distance from the inner wall under lower flow rate values. The effectiveness of microfluidic fractionation devices is usually tested with polystyrene fluorescent microparticles or PDMS (polydimethylsiloxane) beads;45 however, the main application of these devices is often to filter, isolate or label biological samples.46 These samples are not identical to polystyrene fluorescent microparticles in terms of diameter consistency or shape, therefore, it is essential to design a chip that is robust to small variance in the targeted cell morphology. Warkiani et al. reported CTC (circulating tumour cells) isolation in spiral microfluidic chips with and without sheath fluid.47,48 Baker yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Ω 5–10 μm) shall be used to test focusing robustness for biological objects which are deformable. μPIV as a non-contact method using fluorescent tracer particles shall be used to obtain the flow vector field in two-dimensions. Using two cameras in a stereoscopic setup, even 3-D components of the flow vectors can be obtained.49–52 In order to detect fluid’s motion using μPIV, fluorescent tracer particles are added and two sequential images are captured and analysed using spatial correlation methods that calculate the fluid velocity fields from the motion of the tracer particles over a known time interval.53 This technique has recently been used to investigate vortex formation in glass microbioreactors under the influence of capillary waves.54 This technique shall be utilized to analyse and observe flow velocity profiles inside the Dean flow inducing microchambers to gain a better perspective on the local flow conditions that shall lead to focusing enhancement as long as the tracer particles (smaller than the particles that experience fractionation) are following the flow and are unaffected by inertia. The software calculates a cross-correlation of intensities within an interrogation window, a sequence of usable images needs a high seeding density. The μPIV study shall be conducted on isosceles trapezoidal microchambers to experimentally investigate the changes in velocity profile leading to enhanced focusing.

Microfluidic chip design and methodology

Developed chips consist of an 8-turn spiral with one inlet at the chip edge and two outlets in the centre of the chip (see Fig. 1). The channel was designed with 200 μm width, 50 μm depth with 19 microchambers along the last turn of the spiral path. Embedded microchambers are fabricated in different widths, heights, shapes as explained in Table 1 and referenced in Fig. 1(c) to study the effect that these parameters induce on the focusing trajectory whether the effect is shifting the stream along the channel width or changing the width of the particles equilibrium position. Also, they are tested with 2, 5 and 10 μm particles.

At first, a spiral channel without microchambers was fabricated as a reference to compare the results acquired in each microchamber design. The wall and shear gradient lift forces act against each other to eventually settle the particles in an equilibrium position, the wall-induced lift force $F_w$ depends on the distance from the wall $\delta$ with $F_w \propto a^2/\delta$ (ref. 52) and practically vanishes when a particle enters a microchamber.54 Microchambers are designed with inclined side walls to reduce particles’ vertical velocity component as they exit the microchamber. Fig. 2 illustrates the influence of inclined microchamber’s side walls on the particles’ exit angle $\theta_e$ and on gradual decay and recovery of wall lift force by comparing a rectangular microchamber (Fig. 2(a)) and a trapezoidal one (Fig. 2(b)). As will be discussed in a following section, the inclined side walls play a decisive role in microparticle focusing, because, at a given flow rate, microparticle’s exit angle with perpendicular walls is lower than with inclined walls.

Microfluidic chip fabrication

Engraving glass to fabricate the microfluidic channels is an iterative process in optimizing the femtosecond laser parameters to achieve the desired depth and width as well as to result in a suitable surface finish as has been investigated in earlier works.54,55 Also, a detailed process for trapezoidal channels was introduced56 with adjusted laser filling strategies. Once the glass wafer is engraved, it is treated in an HF-based glass etching solution (45 mL H2O, 100 mL H3PO4, and 30 mL HF) for 90 s to smoothen the engraved surface and get rid of any residual glass fragments. The wafer is then cleaned with a wafer cleaning solution (Keyence VHX 5000, Japan-imported through Keyence Germany) of a channel’s cross-section between two microchambers. The laser filling strategies are demonstrated in Fig. 4(b) and are further refined based on the previous work,57 to allow for new channel features and calibration with actual laser beam performance. A set of intersecting parallel lines (0, 90, 45, and 135°) are used to cover the channel’s area and get it to the required depth. The shape resulting from this strategy exhibits inclined walls instead of perpendicular, therefore equidistant contour lines positioned 4 and 25 μm away from the walls are added to straighten the side walls.
The surface finish of the channels is crucial since small particles might get trapped inside the micro-crevices obstructing the monitoring process and creating undesired artefacts. Fig. 5 shows a surface roughness profile measured over 677 µm of the channel bottom after two different fabrication steps along with their corresponding values of $R_q$ (average roughness) and $R_z$ (the difference between highest and lowest peaks). Fig. 5(a) shows a measurement obtained directly after laser ablation showing a rough surface with sharp edges, while Fig. 5(b) shows an improved roughness profile obtained after HF glass etching because the acid breaks the siloxane bonds in the silicate network\textsuperscript{a} preferentially attacking sharp geometries and leaving behind a smooth surface.

### µPIV setup

The setup is based on a V20 stereomicroscope equipped with two Imager sCMOS cameras at 50 Hz illuminated by a Litron Bernoulli Nd:YAG laser at an excitation wavelength of 523 nm (FlowMaster PIV, LaVision, Göttingen Germany). To allow a constant seeding density without being affected by the focusing enhancement, 1.5 µm red fluorescent spherical polystyrene microparticles were used for tracking (exc./emm.: 532/565, PS Fluorot, Microparticles GmbH, Berlin, Germany), using both cameras in stereoscopic mode allows the observation of the out-of-plane movement. DaVis 8 (LaVision, Göttingen Germany) software was used to analyse the captured images and calculate the velocity profile.

### Saccharomyces cerevisiae cells preparation

The Saccharomyces cerevisiae N34 strain was stored at $-80\,^\circ\text{C}$ in 30% (v/v) Glycerin with lysogeny broth medium. Inocula were grown overnight in 250 mL shaken flasks (Schott, Mainz, Germany; 20% (v/v) filled at 30 °C and 120 min$^{-1}$) and diluted to an OD of 0.1 (SmartSpec 3000 Spectrophotometer, Bio-Rad Laboratories, München, Germany). For inducing a specific fluorescence response, previously shown in ref. 55, the culture broth was used to investigate the controlled initiation of oxidative
stress in yeast cells. Therefore, 5 mL of diamide (Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany) with a load of 200 mg diamide/g CDW (cell dry weight) were added to the culture broth.

Results and discussion

A set of experiments were performed on the fabricated spiral chips using 2, 5 and 10 μm spherical polystyrene green-fluorescent microparticles with an excitation wavelength of 468 nm and an emission of 505 nm (Fluoro-Max, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Massachusetts, USA) and Saccharomyces cerevisiae yeast cells. 50 μL of particles solution (in case of 1% (w/v) fluorescent particle suspension) are diluted in 10 mL of deionized water, resulting in 0.0005% (w/v) suspension. The mixture is then filled into a glass syringe, loaded into a syringe pump (NEMSYS Low-pressure module 14 : 1, Cetoni GmbH, Korbussen, Germany) and pumped with a wide range of flow rates (100–1000 μL min⁻¹). The experiments are monitored with a camera mounted on an inverted microscope (Leica DM IL LED) equipped with a blue LED light source (Leica SFL 100, both Leica Microsystems GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany).

**Microparticle focusing**

Prior to experiments, the chip was mounted on the inverted microscope and pumped with DI water for a few minutes to remove residuals and air bubbles. The pump is controlled from computer software (QmixElements, Cetoni GmbH, Korbussen, Germany) that allows full control over pumped volume and flow rate as well as the syringe fill level. Fig. 6 shows the experimental results obtained with variations of the microchamber profile. Fig. 6(a) shows the influence of different microchamber designs (refer to Table 1) on focused line’s width and location with respect to the inner wall. The flow rates at which images were taken were individually chosen for best focusing condition in terms of width and distance from the inner wall. Wide rectangular and square microchambers did not show improvement when compared to the initial rectangular type. The isosceles trapezoidal design shows a focusing line shift by 27 μm towards the inner wall compared to the design without microchambers. In addition, the focusing line’s width is decreased by 18 μm as illustrated in Fig. 6(b).

When particles enter the microchamber, the lack of wall lift force would pull the particles further down closer to the bottom of the chamber. In the right trapezoidal microchamber, the lowest point of the particle trajectory is above the inclined side wall rather than in its centre, this behaviour subjects the microparticles to the sudden onset of wall-lift force and elevates
their position. That issue does neither appear in wide right trapezoidal nor in the isosceles microchambers because these chambers are wide enough to keep the lowest point of particles stream further away from the inclined exit side wall. All microchamber designs did not disrupt the already existing focusing of microparticles but rather showed an improvement in particle focusing in comparison to spiral microchannel chips without microchambers.

5 and 10 µm particles focused at positions close to the inner spiral microchannel wall in all fabricated chips for flow rates between 200 and 700 µL min−1. Since the height over width (h/w) ratio is lower than 1 in the main channel, the velocity profile gets flattened, therefore, the shear gradient lift forces decrease37 causing the wall lift force to become more dominant leading to microparticles migration towards channel's centre as in the channel without microchambers design (refer to Fig. 6). One method to exert more force on microparticles is to increase the flow rate, however, higher Reynolds' numbers changes the shape of the velocity profile inside the microchannel,38 causing particles to focus in multiple equilibrium positions as seen in the design without microchambers. A µ-PIV experiment was conducted on the isosceles trapezoidal microchannel to extract the actual velocity profile just before, after and inside the microchannel. Fig. 8 shows the µPIV results acquired from inserting 1.5 µm red fluorescent spherical polystyrene microparticles (exc./em.: 532/605, PS FluoRot, Microparticles GmbH, Berlin, Germany). To gain reliable results from µPIV, the particle's tracing fidelity should be quantified by Stokes number:39

$$\text{Stk} = \frac{\rho_p d_p V}{18 \mu d_c}$$

(1)

where \(\rho_p\) is the particle density, \(d_p\) is the particle diameter, \(V\) is the fluid velocity, \(\mu\) is the fluid dynamic viscosity and \(d_c\) is the characteristic dimension. The calculations returned a rather small Stokes number of 0.0011 for the 1.5 µm particles. However, it is common in inertial microfluidic flows to have a small Stokes number,40 making it an indecisive measure of particle fidelity inside microchannels and the measured vector field is the particle's velocity field rather than the fluid's. The black streamlines in Fig. 8(a) indicate the paths particles would follow when exposed to the calculated vector field, the streamlines are a bit tighter at the microchannel's exit in comparison with at the entry, which indicates that inertial focusing is happening to the 1.5 µm particles used to derive the velocity field. Sections A and C in Fig. 8(a) shows the particles velocity profile inside a microchannel between two microchambers, the velocity profile in that area is skewed towards the inner wall, and consequently increasing the shear gradient lift force between the inner wall and the maximum velocity point (coded in dark red). Sections B and D show the velocity profile inside the microchannel, the decrease in velocity is mainly because of the width expansion, however, the velocity in section B is

Fig. 6 Focused stream of 2 µm fluorescent particles for various types of microchambers each taken at the flow rate that showed the best focusing result in terms of width and distance from the inner wall of the particles streamline. All designs were fabricated with the same spiral channel dimensions. (a) Microparticle trajectories as observed at the end of the spiral just before the branch, with overlaid green colour intensity distribution across the channel's width. (b) Trajectories observed at the spiral's branch for a channel with no microchambers and a channel with isosceles trapezoidal microchambers.

Fig. 7 Fluorescent light intensity profile for multiple microchambers types against the channel's width.
Yeast cells focusing

The microfluidic chip with embedded microchambers was tested on *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* cells (size 5–10 μm). The cells were expected to focus near the inner wall since particles 2, 5 and 10 μm focused in that area. In this experiment, the concentration of cells can be increased because they would focus and exit through one outlet only. The cultivation broth was diluted in 10 : 1 ratio (DI water : cells solution) and pumped into the isosceles trapezoidal chip with a flow rate of 350 μL min⁻¹ which could focus 2, 5 and 10 μm microparticles near the inner wall. Cells were either in pre-replicative phases (G₀ and G₁) or DNA replicating phase (S). In those phases, cells may have small emerging buds which are identified as having a radius less than 50% of the mother cell. This experiment shall test the robustness of the chip design to focus shape-varying yeast cells. Haemocytometer results gave an initial concentration of 164.5 × 10⁴ cells per mL before the experiment, 306.5 × 10⁴ cells per mL on the inner wall outlet and 2.75 × 10⁴ cells per mL on the outer wall outlet, therefore, a 99.1% focusing efficiency was achieved. This implies an increase in concentration by 186.3% at the inner wall outlet and a decrease by 598.1% at the outer wall outlet. Fig. 9(a) shows cell morphology in an undiluted cells culture before the experiment. Most cells are single cells, but a small percentage started budding. Outlet fluids are examined in a haemocytometer showing high cell concentration from the inner wall outlet (Fig. 9(b)), and extremely low cells concentration from the outer wall outlet (Fig. 9(c)). The focusing efficiency is calculated as 99.1% by dividing cells concentration at the inner wall by the total concentration from both outlets.

Conclusions

Trapezoidal microchambers have been shown to greatly enhance focusing of small microparticles (2 μm) by changing the velocity profile inside the main channel, which directly correlates to an increase in shear gradient lift force, therefore shifting the microparticles by ~27 μm towards the inner wall, reducing the focusing line’s width by ~18 μm also reducing the number of equilibrium positions in the proposed isosceles trapezoidal design. Different microchambers shapes were introduced and evaluated to study the behaviour of microparticles inside spiral channels with microchambers. The inclined microchambers sidewalls prevent particles from overshooting towards the outer wall as they exit the chamber and the skewed velocity profile exerts shear gradient lift force towards the inner wall, these conclusions were supported by a μPIV study that experimentally extracts the fluid’s velocity profile. Comparing to other works, an ultra-thin stream of particles was achieved and smaller particle size could be focused, therefore, the fabricated chip is ideal for particle filtration applications as high-efficiency blood plasma extraction.
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